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Short Description
PLANNING IN A DEPARTMENT STORE

Description

PLANNING IN A DEPARTMENT STORE   CAST STUDY  solution

Read the case study and answer the questions that follow:- Case: "MANPOWER
PLANNING IN A DEPARTMENT STORE"

Following rapid growth in business volumes, this department store recruited 150
permanent employees to cover its working hours from 10 am to 8.30pm. The



store--which had an area of 50,000 square feet--works seven days a week.

 Manpower planning in a free--access department store is done according to factors like
sales volumes and value planned per salesperson, floor area covered by a salesperson,
number of customers attended per day, or a combination of these. The idea is to optimize
business operating results.

 The pattern of business in the store is such that there is a rush of customers entering the
store on weekends from Friday to Sunday. Friday's sales are thus twice that of a Monday,
Saturday's sales are twice that of a Thursday and Sunday's figures are two times that of
Friday's. The manpower however remains the same: that is 150 salespeople report for
duty on all days in their own designated shifts. And most of the day's sales---60%---take
place during the latter part of the day.

The store's business has been growing, and at times the management feels that there are
less staff to serve customers, especially during weekends and busy hours.

Efficient manpower planning in retail stores takes into account the impact of part--timers
and overtime to meet short-term peaks in demand. It uses weekenders in times of dire
necessity. This store has not been following this practice, as it is new both to the
company and to prospective employees. And the organization fears that the commitment
of such weekenders and part--timers would be very low.

 Efficiently--run retail stores unfailingly conduct the following to arrive at their optimal
manpower needs:

Manpower Forecasting Manpower Scheduling Manpower Budgeting Manpower
Forecasting allows a retail organization to generate accurate and reliable business level
forecasts hours, days and weeks in advance. This is used as a basis for staffing. Accurate
forecasts reflect the real needs of the business, where each floor or department is different
as is every hour of each day. A balance between customer service levels and staff costs
can be attained only when there's an accurate picture of the store's operations.

Manpower Scheduling combines business level forecasts with a user defined model in
order to provide an accurate and detailed staff  requirement throughout the working day .
Scheduling takes into account company policy, staff performance, multi-skilling, working
time regulations, the product category needs, breaks and minimum staffing levels. It
produces the best possible combination of schedulers/rosters for each members of staff
for the forthcomig weeks. It should detail breaks, start and finish times for each member
of the staff.

 Manpower Budgeting allows accurate medium and long--term budgets to be made for



staff costs. These are one of the largest overheads for any retail business and are often
thought too complex for accurate budgeting. Budgets are created for each floor or
department or store taking into account the individual trading conditions and workloads.

 Manpower outsourcing is an option the organization is now trying to meet its needs
after following the above methods of professional manpower planning. Outsourcing a
part of its manpower requirement, the management feels, would alleviate its problems,
providing flexibility in to meet the dynamic staff needs. Outsourcing the right skills may
even be less time--consuming for the company, since the trained talent and skill will be
readily available for deployment. Further, statutory obligations such as workmen's
compensation, provident fund, gratuity, bonus, maternity benefits, professional tax, etc.
are not the organization's responsibility but the service provider's.

Questions :

 (a) Weighing all the options available, as it is now an opportune time for the
organization to decide on its manpower planning and deployment strategy, what
recommendations would you make ?

(b) Is a variable manpower fitment model during peak hours and peak days a
practical strategy ?

 (c) What in your opinion are the pros and cons of manpower out-sourcing in
retailing ?
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